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The novel explores a popular and an intriguing common belief that a wishbone makes your wishes come
true. Does this really happen or is it like any other fable that delight the unwary and the gullible? Is there a
price to be paid in case the wish does come true ? The novel is about about everyday people living a normal
life. The story revolves around four young women, an American, a Latino American, a Punjabi Indian
American and an Indian from Bangaluru. They are great friends and meet regularly in cafes and restaurants
in Alexandria, Virginia. They are in their late twenties and three of them are married. Although they remain
cheerful, they have many worries and serious personal and family problems. They all are in need of financial
help and in an outing in a restaurant they playfully and casually make their wishes through the wishbone.
Soon they receive a windfall amounting to millions of dollars from a very peculiar source. They are euphoric
and see the beginning of the end of all their problems. Unknown to them grave and deadly danger looms, a
harbinger for misery and painful harm to them and their dear ones. The novel is a suspense thriller with the
action taking place in the bars and casino of Atlantic City, Virginia towns and the the Capitol Hill,
Washington DC. Do the girls succeed in retaining the fortune or do they become victims of a dangerous
pursuit? "To succeed in life, you need three things: a wishbone, a backbone and a funny bone" says Reba
McEntire, a famous American singer. Do the girls in "The Wishbone" have the bones?
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From reader reviews:

Patricia Diaz:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive today, people have
do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and notice by
simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated this for a while is reading.
Yep, by reading a guide your ability to survive increase then having chance to stay than other is high. In your
case who want to start reading any book, we give you this particular The Wishbone book as basic and daily
reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Tyler Smith:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family,
or all their friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic within
the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to
fill your current free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book might be option to fill your no cost time/
holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you want to try out
look for book, may be the e-book untitled The Wishbone can be great book to read. May be it is usually best
activity to you.

Fred Nelson:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Make an effort to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its
protect may doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not
while fantastic as in the outside appear likes. Maybe you answer could be The Wishbone why because the
great cover that make you consider concerning the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content
is definitely fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up
this book.

Barry Trusty:

This The Wishbone is great e-book for you because the content and that is full of information for you who
else always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. That book reveal it facts accurately
using great coordinate word or we can say no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having The Wishbone in your hand like
keeping the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no guide that offer you world
throughout ten or fifteen moment right but this book already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book.
Heya Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt that?
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